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pproach: Solving a mu1 
ighbatching problem - Part I 

Jack E. Osborn Airdusco Inc. 

In today’s markets, you need to respond quickly to 
customer needs. In a batching operation, this can 
mean modifying key dry ingredients in your 
blended formulas on a monthly, weekly, or even 
daily basis. An equipment vendor may suggest in- 
stalling a few new machines to handle your new re- 
quirements, but often the best solution is to consider 
every piece of equipment and component in your 
existing system before replacing or adding any- 
thing. This kind of total system approach can help 
you ensure that all the equipment works together to 
provide the process performance and efficiency you 
need. This two-part article uses the example of a fic- 
tional snack food producer’s search for a multi-in- 
gredient weighbatching solution to explain how you 
can take a comprehensive system approach to solv- 
ing complex handling problems. Details are based 
on the author’s experience designing weighbatching 
and other systems for dry bulk materials producers 
in several industries. 

Part I of this article includes information on search- 
ing for a system solution, establishing system para- 
meters, and developing and examining the system 
design. The redesigned system’s weighbatching 
subsystems are described and illustrated in detail. 
Part 11, to appear in the October 1999 issue, de- 
scribes and illustrates the redesigned system’s re- 
maining subsystems and  concludes with 
information on preparing for system installation, 
installing and starting up the system, and providing 
support after startup. 

any of us discover the hard way that putting a 
complex processing and handling system to- M gether one piece at a time isn’t going to produce 

a smoothly operating, efficient, or cost-effective opera- 
tion. For instance, that new feeder may have gotten your 
sticky material to flow smoothly into your mixer, but 
you’ve discovered that the material still hangs up at other 
points in the process. And if weighbatching is part of the 
equation, the need to look at the big picture is even more 
urgent. 

In this article, we’ll consider an example scenario in which 
a snack food producer seeks a single-source solution to 
modernizing and automating a weighbatching operation 
that feeds a ribbon blender. Seeing how such a comprehen- 
sive system approach is successfully applied to the pro- 
ducer’s operation can help you understand how looking at 
the big picture can help you improve your own weigh- 
batching system. 

Searching for a system solution 
Like many dry bulk materials users, the snack food pro- 
ducer in our example needs to increase weighbatching 
production and flexibility to meet customer needs now 
and in the future. To do this, the producer must modernize 
and automate methods for handling and batching dry in- 
gredients and then feeding them to the blender. This is no 
simple task. The redesign will require integrating new 
equipment with some existing equipment to handle multi- 
ple processing and handling steps. These steps include bag 
and bulk bag handling, pneumatic conveying, screening, 
mechanical conveying and feeding, metering, weigh- 
batching, dust collection, vacuum cleaning, and system 
controls. 

The producer makes the rounds and contacts several 
equipment vendors. They offer partial solutions in the 
form of a few pieces of equipment that the producer will 
have to integrate into the existing operation. The producer 
only briefly considers this option, then recalls some past 
experiences with integrating individual equipment items 
into other systems in the plant: The new equipment con- 
trols weren’t compatible with the system’s existing con- 
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trols, the existing dust collector couldn’t handle the new 
equipment’s increased load without time-consuming air 
balancing, many conveying lines and pipes had to be 
moved to fit around the new equipment, and - worse - 
the modified system didn’t perform as expected. All in all, 
it had been a time-consuming, expensive ordeal. 

This time, the producer wants to take a systemwide ap- 
proach rather than make piecemeal equipment changes. 
What’s more, the producer wants to hire one company 
who will take complete responsibility for the project. 

The producer then hears about a company that takes a total 
system approach to large projects. This system provider 
can handle everythmg, including system design, drawings, 
equipment selection, controls, installation, startup, train- 
ing, and the multiple unknowns that typically plague large 
projects. [Editor’s note: A system provider may fabricate 
and supply required new equipment, order it from equip- 
ment vendors, or - most typically - do a combination.] 

Establishing system parameters 
The producer in our example scenario meets with the sys- 
tem provider to begin the project. The first step is to list the 
project parameters so the system provider can put together 
a comprehensive system design and estimate the project’s 
cost. The producer’s parameters cover the ingredients, 
batching process, physical plant, controls, and other items. 
No doubt your weighbatching parameters would cover 
many of the same items, although the details would differ. 

Ingredients. The system will handle a full range of snack 
food major and minor ingredients. The major ingredients 
include powdered eggs, powdered sugar, soy protein, 
granular salt, and two grades of flour. The minor ingredi- 
ents include cocoa, corn starch, baking soda, and various 
additives (such as colorings and fruit pieces). 

Butchingprocess. One run of a particular formula com- 
prises a specified number of batches. In the producer’s 
current operation, a run includes 20 to 30 batches. How- 
ever, the new system will provide batches for runs that will 
be baked or cooked at two of the producer’s other plants. 
These runs will include 50 to 60 batches each. 

Each batch will have at least four and no more than nine 
ingredients. 

In the producer’s current operation, one ribbon blender 
handles all the batch mixing. While the blender provides 
adequate mixing, the redesigned system will require a sec- 
ond unit to handle the increase in production. The new sys- 
tem’s production rate will be more than three times the 
producer’s current rate. 

Batch mixing currently takes 45 minutes: 30 minutes for 
loading the ingredients into the blender and 15 for blending 
and discharge. The producer wants to produce two batches 
in about 30 minutes to meet production requirements. 

Batch sizes range from 400 to 900 pounds. 

Individual ingredient quantities range from 3 pounds (for 
minor ingredients) up to about 400 pounds. 

The desired batching accuracy is k0.5 percent for the 
major nonflour ingredients, +1 percent for the flours, and 
e . 2 5  percent for the minor ingredients. 

Two of the minor ingredients will be added to most batches. 
The other minor ingredients will be used less frequently. 

Some ingredients, such as the powdered eggs and co- 
coa, don’t flow freely and are cohesive, adhesive, and 
hygroscopic. 

The increased production rate will enable the producer to 
get far enough ahead of batching needs to schedule more 
equipment cleaning time between runs of different formu- 
las. This will allow several of the weighbatching stations 
(individual batch feeders and net weight batchers in the 
subsystems) to be cleaned out and used for more than one 
ingredient. 

Physicalplant. The new system will be located on three 
floor levels of the plant, as is the existing system. The en- 
tire floor on each level is available. 

The floors are reinforced concrete with steel beam sup- 
ports and columns, so the producer expects no equipment 
support problems. 

As in the producer’s current layout, bulk material handling 
equipment will be on the upper level; storage, weighbatch- 
ing, and diverting equipment will be on the middle level; 
and mixing equipment (and bagging equipment down- 
stream from the blenders) will be on the lower level. 

The producer’s existing humidity and temperature control 
system will be used for the redesigned system’s weigh- 
batching area. 

Controls. The producer’s existing system controls are out- 
dated and inflexible, except for the controls on a new bag- 
ger that was installed only 1 year ago. The redesigned 
system will require programmable logic controller- (PLC-) 
based, flexible controls that can act as a host for the sys- 
tem’s various unit operations. 
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Other items. The flours will arrive in trucks and railcars, be 
unloaded to the plant’s existing silos, and be conveyed to 
the weighbatching system with an existing viable positive- 
pressure pneumatic conveying system. However, the con- 
veying system isn’t currently operating at the desired level. 
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Other ingredients will arrive in bags, bulk bags, drums, or 
boxes. 

After discharge from storage, some ingredients such as the 
powdered eggs and flours will require screening to separate 
oversize particles and foreign materials before the ingredi- 
ents enter downstream equipment. The producer wants mag- 
netic separators to be installed where possible in the system 
to remove metal contaminants from these ingredients. 

The production areas will require explosion-proof electricals 
and proper equipment grounding. A central, nonhazardous 
area for the main system controls is available in the plant. 

The weighbatching system doesn’t require food-grade 
construction because each mixed batch will be further 
processed, either by baking or cooking. However, the sys- 
tem must have Type 304 stainless steel construction and, 
when the additional cost isn’t significant, the producer de- 
sires food-grade construction (with smoothly ground in- 
ternal welds) for equipment. 

In the producer’s existing operation, dust collection is inade- 
quate. The producer wants to use a central dust collection 
system to control dust at sources throughout the new system. 

Each floor level of the existing weighbatching area is peri- 
odically cleaned by a dry method, such as sweeping or using 
a portable vacuum cleaner. However, the producer wants to 
switch to using a strong central vacuum cleaning system to 
speed cleaning on each level and increase production. 

Vibration from equipment in the plant’s surrounding 
areas, from forklift trucks, and from a railroad nearby is 
transmitted to the weighbatching area. 

Developing the system design 
The next steps in this scenario demonstrate how the 
provider’s total system approach integrates this large- 
scale project’s many handling and processing components 
into a cohesive system. 

After the meeting, the system provider analyzes all the 
data and develops preliminary concept drawings of the 
weighbatching system. These drawings are simple 
schematics with few dimensional details of the equipment 
and components. The provider also estimates the associ- 
ated costs. Then the provider meets with the producer 
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again to determine which concept drawing and cost level 
is acceptable so the system can be designed. 

After the second meeting, the system provider develops 

system assembly details, including equipment layout and 

of all fabricated items not provided by equipment vendors, 
such as storage bins, ductwork, support steel, and plat- 
forms), and specifications for the main equipment and me- 
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the system provider uses the detail in them to develop the 

and electrical installation specifications. Once all of these 
items are completed, the system provider accurately prices 
the entire system. 7 i  
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In a third meeting with the producer, the provider presents 

cussing some minor system changes, the producer formally 

this point, the producer compensates the system provider 
for the engineering design services rendered to date. In 
your own case, making this payment will give you the free- 
dom to delay or even cancel the rest of a project if your sys- 
tem provider’s price estimate exceeds your budget.] 

all the drawings, specifications, and prices. After dis- 

hires the system provider for the project. [Editor’s note: At 
2. 

Before discussing this example system’s installation and 
startup, let’s take a close look at the final system design de- 
veloped by the system provider. As you read the detailed 
information here, think about how your ingredient charac- 
teristics and the requirements of your physical plant, your 
process, and your controls would affect your system de- 
sign. In our example, the provider’s total system approach 
smoothly integrates these disparate factors into a system 
design that meets this weighbatching operation’s unique 
requirements. [Editor’s note: All equipment in the re- 
designed system is new except for the existing ribbon 
blender and positive-pressure pneumatic conveying sys- 
tem. Other redesigned weighbatching systems may re- 
quire more or less new equipment.] 

Examining the final system design 
The weighbatching system in our example includes sev- 
eral subsystems, including three weighbatching subsys- 
tems (for major nonflour ingredients, flour, and minor 
ingredients) that deliver batches to two ribbon blenders 
(the producer’s existing unit and a new one of the same 
type), a dust collection subsystem, a central vacuum clean- 
ing subsystem, and a controls subsystem. Figure 1 shows a 
simplified diagram of the final weighbatching system. 
[Editor’s note: For clarity, the figure shows only the 
weighbatching subsystems.] 

A weighbatching system in your plant very likely would 
be more complex than this one, but the example system il- 
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lustrates specific equipment solutions for handling various 
ingredient characteristics and process requirements. As 
you will see, the system provider has considered each part 
of the system both separately and as part of the whole 
while keeping both performance and cost factors in mind. 
For instance, nonfree-flowing ingredients are handled by 
appropriate specialized equipment, while simpler, less 
costly equipment handles free-flowing ingredients. An in- 
gredient that doesn’t require as much batching accuracy is 
also handled by simpler equipment. The dust collection 
subsystem (discussed in Part 11) handles multiple dust 
sources throughout the system. 
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Weighbatching subsystem for major nonflour 
ingredients 

The weighbatching subsystem in this example, shown in 
Figure 2, handles ingredients other than flour that are used 
in relatively large volumes, including powdered eggs, pow- 
dered sugar, soy protein, granular salt, and other ingredients. 

These ingredients make particularly good examples for 
our weighbatching scenario because some of them don’t 
flow freely and they require specialized handling equip- 
ment. As you will see, the system provider selects equip- 
ment for this subsystem that’s tailored to handle each 
ingredient’s flow characteristics. 

Powdered eggs. The equipment for handling the pow- 
dered eggs (shown at left in Figure 2) includes a vacuum 
pneumatic conveying system with a positive displacement 
exhauster and a filter-receiver, rotary airlock valve, sani- 
tary gyratory screener, rare-earth magnetic grate separator, 
storage bin, and loss-in-weight (LIW) batch feeder. The 
powdered eggs don’t flow freely, which is an important 
factor in selecting equipment to handle it. 

The powdered eggs, which come in drums or boxes, are 
conveyed at 6,000 lb/h by the custom-designed vacuum 
pneumatic conveying system to the rest of the weigh- 
batching subsystem. The conveying system’s positive dis- 
placement exhauster draws air through the system, 
providing reliable conveying airflow and differential pres- 
sure. The system’s pickup wand provides constant flow of 
air and material. 

The filter-receiver, adapted from a custom receiver de- 
signed for difficult-to-handle metal oxides such as tita- 
nium dioxide, separates the powdered eggs from the air. 
The filter-receiver has cartridge filters with a conservative 
air-to-media ratio and an automatic pulse-cleaning sys- 
tem. The cleaned air is drawn through the exhauster and 
released into the atmosphere. 
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The surge chute section below the filter-receiver has side- 
walls with a slightly negative slope to promote discharge 
to the rotary airlock valve below. The valve provides dif- 
ferential isolation and controls the powdered eggs flow. 
The oversized valve has a sanitary “dairy” design with 
food-grade construction and can be quickly disassembled 
for easy cleaning and service. 

The rotary airlock valve meters the powdered eggs 
through a flexible connection to a sanitary gyratory 
screener that scalps the material by removing oversize par- 
ticles. This screener operates reliably with minimal blind- 
ing, diverting the oversize particles to a waste barrel on the 
plant’s upper level and sending the desired-size particles 
to a chute leading to the storage bin. A rare-earth magnetic 
grate separator between the screener discharge and the 
storage bin captures metal contaminants, including even 
stainless steel. 

To successfully control discharge of the nonfree-flowing 
powdered eggs, the system provider has selected a storage 
bin with a hopper slope of 80 degrees and a custom-de- 
signed bin discharger that agitates the bin’s lower portion, 
aerates the powder in the discharge zone, and controls 
powder flow. The bin also has pulse aeration discs, which 
release pulses of compressed air into the vessel along the 
walls to minimize wall friction effects that can cause 
bridging and ratholing. Two sets of discs are positioned in 
different geometric patterns on the walls in the bin’s hop- 
per section and have variable pulse duration, air volume, 
and pressure levels so flow can be adjusted. 

After discharge from the storage bin, the powdered eggs 
flow through a chute to the LIW batch feeder. [Editor’s 
note: Three of the same type of LIW batch feeder are used 
for handling the other ingredients in this subsystem. Only 
three of the four total LIW batch feeders are shown in Fig- 
ure 2.1 Unlike sequential batch feeding equipment, the 
LIW batch feeder allows highly accurate simultaneous 
feeding for several large batches. The unit successfully 
handles not only the nonfree-flowing powdered eggs but 
is likely to handle any new ingredients successfully. 

The LIW batch feeder’s load sensors provide true digital 
output and high resolution and are nearly impervious to 
external vibration. The prepackaged, up-to-date batch 
feeder controls use network logic to communicate with the 
system PLC (described in the section, “Controls subsys- 
tem,” in Part IT, October 1999). An independently driven 
agitator in the LIW batch feeder’s integral hopper prevents 
compaction and promotes discharge through a variable- 
speed twin-screw feeder at the hopper outlet. The feeder’s 
variable-speed drive and twin screws promote flow of this 
nonfree-flowing material. 

Powdered sugar. The equipment for handling the pow- 
dered sugar (shown at right in Figure 2) includes a bulk 
bag handling system, storage bin, and LIW batch feeder. 
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The powdered sugar flows better than the powdered eggs 
but still requires some specialized handling equipment. 

The powdered sugar, received in bulk bags, is emptied by 
the bulk bag handling system into the storage bin. This 
system has a hoist and trolley with a universal pickup de- 
vice and manual liner tensioner to aid discharge. The sys- 
tem’s other discharge aids include an air-operated, 
adjustable-height bag-side squeezer and air-operated mas- 
sagers that manipulate the bag’s four bottom corners. A 
formed dish supports the bulk bag on the system and pro- 
vides a dust-tight seal around the bag outlet. The system 
also provides OSHA-standard controlled access to the bag 
outlet. Other components include a manual slide gate at 
the system’s discharge that controls powdered sugar flow 
to the storage bin below. 

The storage bin is similar to the bin for the powdered eggs, 
with the same 80-degree slope, pulse aeration discs, bin 
discharger, and other features to promote flow. The dust 
collection system automatically adjusts to the discharging 
operation and removes dust as the bulk bags are emptied. 

From the storage bin, the powdered sugar discharges 
through a flexible connection to the LIW batch feeder, 
which has the same features as the powdered eggs LIW 
batch feeder. A variable-speed twin-screw feeder at the 
batch feeder’s hopper outlet promotes flow. 

To successfully control discharge of the nonfree-flowing 
powdered eggs, the system provider has selected a 
storage bin with a hopper slope of 80 degrees and a 
custom-designed bin discharger. 

Soy protein and granular salt. Equipment for handling 
the soy protein (which contains no oil) and granular salt, 
shown at the center in Figure 2, includes a bulk bag han- 
dling system, storage bin, and LIW batch feeder. Both in- 
gredients are free-flowing. 

The soy protein and granular salt come in bulk bags. The 
system provider has selected the same type of bulk bag 
handling system as for the powdered sugar to discharge the 
soy protein and salt from the bulk bags into the storage bin. 

The storage bin has many of the same features as the pow- 
dered sugar bin; however, because the soy protein and 
granular salt flow better than the powdered sugar, the stor- 
age bin doesn’t require a bin discharger. Instead, the system 
provider has specified an automatic large-diameter, orifice- 
type slide gate to control discharge from the bin through a 
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flexible connection to the LIW batch feeder. The feeder has 
the same features as that for the powdered sugar. 
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A variable-speed single-screw feeder is adequate to dis- 
charge the free-flowing soy protein and granular salt from 
the LIW batch feeder. 

Other ingredients. Other free-flowing ingredients in this 
subsystem are handled by equipment not shown in Figure 
2, including a bulk bag handling system, storage bin, and 
LIW batch feeder like those for the soy protein and granu- 
lar salt. 

Net weight batcher. Each of the four LIW batch feeders 
discharges the correct amount of an ingredient by measur- 
ing the loss in weight as the ingredient discharges from 
that batch feeder into a common net weight batcher. Like 
the storage bins for the powdered eggs and powdered 
sugar, the net weight batcher has pulse aeration discs and a 
bin discharger to promote flow. The net weight batcher has 
the same type of load sensors as the LIW batch feeders and 
is linked to the system’s PLC through network logic. 

The system provider has specified an integral shroud-like 
dust hood for the net weight batcher’s bin vent to control 
dust in the area between the down spouts below the screw 
feeders and the batcher inlet. The hood collects the dust 
and sends it to the dust collection subsystem while main- 
taining constant airflow and minimizing the subsystem’s 
required air volume. 

The net weight batcher monitors the total weight of ingre- 
dients in it to ensure that the weight meets the overall batch 
tolerance. The system PLC, which is linked to each LIW 
batch feeder and the net weight batcher, monitors the indi- 
vidual ingredient weights and, if any ingredient is under- 
fed to the batcher, adjusts the appropriate batch feeder’s 
discharge rate. If the net weight batcher’s measured 
weight deviates significantly from the desired batch 
weight, the deviation triggers an alarm so the operator can 
solve the problem. 

The system provider keeps costs down by choosing 
simpler equipment to handle the flours. 

The completed batch stays in the net weight batcher until 
the operator sees that one of the two downstream ribbon 
blenders is completely empty. Then the operator at the 
PLC switches a custom-designed automatic diverter valve 
below the batcher to the appropriate position and dis- 
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The subsystem handles two flour grades to meet current 
needs, although only one is needed per batch. The subsystem 
can handle up to four flour grades or types. In this scenario, 
slight cross-contamination between the flours is acceptable. 

The subsystem includes the plant’s existing (but modified) 
positive-pressure pneumatic conveying system, two filter- 
receivers, two rotary airlock valves, two screw feeders, a 
sanitary gyratory screener, a rare-earth magnetic grate sepa- 
rator, a surge chute with a variable-speed rotary airlock 
valve, a net weight batcher, and an automatic diverter valve. 

The system provider has specified modifications to the ex- 
isting positive-pressure, dilute-phase conveying system to 
minimize conveying line bends and eliminate two 45-de- 
gree inclined-plane areas that had previously produced 
high friction losses. This allows the system to achieve the 
conveying rate required to move the flour from the silos to 
the weighbatching system. 

The conveying system discharges the flour to either of the 
filter-receivers. Each receiver is equipped with cartridge 
filters and has an automatic pulse-cleaning system that 
uses a conservative air-to-media ratio. In response to the 
producer’s request, the system provider has also specified 
a tangential inlet with internal baffle cone for the receiver; 
however, the provider suspects that this feature may not be 
worth its expense in this application. The receiver’s hop- 
per section can store enough flour for three batches and 
has high- and low-level probes with repeatable accuracy. 
Pulse aeration discs and a 70-degree wall slope in the hop- 
per section assist flour discharge. The rotary airlock valve 
below each filter-receiver’s discharge provides differen- 
tial isolation and controls the flour’s flow through a flexi- 
ble connection to the single-screw feeder below. 

Each single-screw feeder provides rough feedrate control 
of the flour through a flexible connection to the gyratory 
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screener. Feeder components include a U-shaped trough, a 
variable-pitch screw with food-grade construction, a two- 
speed motor, and outboard rather than inboard bearings. 
The feeder is easy to access for cleaning and maintenance. 

The sanitary gyratory screener, the same type used for the 
powdered eggs, removes the oversized particles from the 
flour. As with the powdered eggs, the rare-earth magnetic 
grate separator below the screener discharge captures 
metal contaminants in the flour stream. 

Because the flour is the batch ingredient requiring the least 
accuracy, the system provider has specified the simple ex- 
tended surge chute below the separator to meter the flour. 
This surge chute allows some flour to accumulate before dis- 
charging it through the oversized, variable-speed rotary air- 
lock valve at the chute’s bottom. The valve has 10 vanes and 
partially filled pockets for metering the flour. The preceding 
screw feeders and the rotary airlock valve together provide 
adequate control of the fairly free-flowing flour, eliminating 
any need for a volumetric feeder with the surge hopper. 

From the rotary airlock valve, the flour discharges through 
a flexible connection to the net weight batcher, which has 
the same type of high-resolution digital load sensors used 
for the LIW batch feeders and net weight batcher de- 
scribed earlier. The flour net weight batcher has three of 
these load sensors, which are compression-mounted in a 
tripod configuration. The batcher has 1.5 times the capac- 
ity of the largest batch. The unit’s hopper section has an 
80-degree slope and pulse aeration discs to promote flour 
discharge through the automatic large-diameter, orifice- 
type slide gate at the hopper bottom. The system provider 
has specified an integral shroud-like hood for the net 
weight batcher’s bin vent to capture dust in the area be- 
tween the surge chute and the batcher and send it to the 
dust collection subsystem. 

The discharged flour flows through the slide gate and a 
flexible connection to the diverter valve below the net 
weight batcher. The diverter valve is the same type as that 
for the previously described weighbatching subsystem. 
The flour is diverted through the valve and a flexible con- 
nection to one of the two ribbon blenders. 

Minor ingredient weighbatching subsystem 
This subsystem provides high-accuracy batching of the 
minor ingredients, as shown in Figure 4. These ingredients 
make up only a small weight portion of the overall batch in 
this scenario but their effect on the batch is significant. The 
minor ingredients include cocoa, corn starch, baking soda, 
and additives. 

Meeting the producer’s high-accuracy batching require- 
ment is especially important in the system provider’s 
feeder selection. The provider also selects specialized 
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equipment to handle the unique characteristics of two of 
the minor ingredients: cocoa and corn starch. 

The subsystem includes four different sets of bag-empty- 
ing equipment for various ingredients, a net weight 
batcher, and an automatic diverter valve. For the cocoa, 
which doesn’t flow freely, the subsystem includes a bag 
dump station (at left in Figure 4) that has an integral dust 
collector, an integral storage hopper with pulse aeration 
discs, and a twin-screw feeder at the hopper discharge. 
The corn starch, which also doesn’t flow freely, is handled 
by the same type of equipment (at center in Figure 4). The 
other two bag dump stations (only one appears in Figure 4, 
at the right) handle the other minor ingredients. Each of 
these two stations is connected to the dust collection sub- 
system and has an integral storage hopper with pulse aera- 
tion discs and a single-screw feeder at the discharge. 

Cocoa and corn starch. The cocoa and corn starch arrive 
in 50-pound bags, which are manually emptied into the ap- 
propriate bag dump station. The system provider has spec- 
ified grates over the each station’s hopper entry to prevent 
foreign materials from entering and allow some manual 
delumping when necessary. The station’s integral hopper, 
which can hold enough cocoa or corn starch for several 
batches, has a level probe that indicates when the hopper 
must be refilled. The hopper walls are smoothly polished 
with at least a 75-degree slope to handle these nonfree- 
flowing ingredients. The pulse aeration discs in the hopper 
and the twin-screw feeder at the hopper discharge also 
help control flow of these ingredients. 

Each of these bag dump stations has an integral dust col- 
lector because the cocoa and corn starch are used in greater 
volumes than the other minor ingredients. Because the 
corn starch is explosive, grounding straps are used on its 
bag dump station to drain electrostatic charge from sur- 
faces contacting the corn starch and prevent sparking. 

The system provider has specified a twin-screw feeder 
with variable-speed drive for each hopper discharge to 
provide the precise flow control needed for high batch ac- 
curacy. The feeder is large enough to handle up to four in- 
gredients for sequential batching within a certain time 
limit. It has food-grade construction and can be quickly 
disassembled for cleaning and service. 

Other minor ingredients. The two additional bag dump 
stations handle the other minor ingredients, which also 
come in 50-pound bags. Rather than being equipped with 
an integral dust collector, each station has a dust collection 
hood that sends dust to the dust collection subsystem. The 
dust collection subsystem’s central dust collector is easier 
to clean, which is important when handling the multiple 
minor ingredients. Each station’s hopper has the same de- 
sign as that for the cocoa and corn starch. 
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Each hopper’s single-screw feeder is adequate for dis- 
charging these minor ingredients because they flow more 
easily than the cocoa and corn starch. The feeder has the 
same design features as the twin-screw feeders. 

Net weight butcher. All the minor ingredients flow from 
the screw feeders to the common net weight batcher. To 
control dust between the down spouts below the screw 
feeders and the net weight batcher bin vent, the system 
provider has specified a custom-designed net weight 
batcher with an integral shroud-like dust hood that’s con- 
nected to the dust collection subsystem. 

The net weight batcher handles nonfree-flowing ingredi- 
ents with smooth, polished, 85-degree hopper walls and 
dual aeration rings that encircle the hopper and release 
compressed air into it to reduce wall friction. The net 
weight batcher has the same type of‘ load sensors as the 
LIW batch feeders and other net weight batchers in the 
system. The load sensors provide the range, accuracy, and 
repeatability required for handling the minor ingredients’ 
small batch quantities. 

The minor ingredients are discharged through an auto- 
matic large-diameter, orifice-type slide gate in the net 
weight batcher ’s hopper. They flow through a flexible 
connection to the automatic diverter valve. The ingredi- 
ents are diverted through the valve, which is the same type 
as for the other subsystems, and through a flexible connec- 
tion to one of the two ribbon blenders. PBE 

Next month: Part II in October 1999 covers the dust col- 
lection, central vacuum cleaning, and controls subsystems 
in the example weighbatching system. 

For further reading 
Find more information on weighing and batching equip- 
ment in articles listed under “Weighing and batching” in 
Powder and Bulk Engineering’s comprehensive “Index to 
articles” (in the December 1998 issue and on PBEs Web 
site, www.powderbulk.com). You can also find informa- 
tion on other equipment described in this article - pneu- 
matic conveying systems, storage bins, feeders, magnetic 
separators, dust collectors, and process controls -in arti- 
cles listed in the index under related headings. 
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